
DIGITAL TEST AND ASSESSMENT 
PLATFORM FOR SIMPLER, FASTER 
AND BETTER HR DECISIONS
STRENGTHEN YOUR WORKFLOWS WITH AN EASY-TO-USE PLATFORM 
THAT EMPOWERS CENTRAL USAGE OF ASSESSMENTS AND ANALYTICS 
IN RECRUITMENT AND TALENT DEVELOPMENT

+ In-depth HR analytics across multiple assessments and candidates 
+ Automated workflow and downloadable candidate reports 
+ Data-driven decision making reduces risks and costs
+ Intuitive and easy-to-use across browsers, PCs and mobile devices

DATA DRIVEN, PEOPLE MINDED



DO YOU HAVE THE DATA AND 
TOOLS TO MAKE THE RIGHT 
HR DECISIONS?
METIS is on-the-go HR analytics that make it easy to test new 
candidates as well as existing employees. Quickly spot top per-
formers and use hard facts as benchmarks and 
objective criteria. 

Uncertainties and missing insights can turn HR management into a 
gamble instead of thought-through decisions. With METIS you don’t 
have to spend your days tracking down other employees for infor-
mation or trying to make sense out of unrelated data. The platform 
makes it easy to test and assess people quickly, and the wide range of 
rich analysis features strengthens your decisions on all levels: individual, 
team or department. METIS is a future-ready solution that creates 
seamless and optimised workflows and makes it possible for 
HR employees and others to boost efficiency, reduce costs and, 
ultimately, ensure the most profitable match of job and candidate.

Proper handling and protection of personal data is becoming a crucial 
part of HR’s many responsibilities. Not just because leaks in IT security 
will land most companies a place in the evening news, but because 
safe and efficient dealing with confidential information builds trust and 
strengthens the employer brand. METIS ensures that your assessment 
system is aligned with standards and regulations, so you get to spend 
more time nurturing talent and less time on IT and security concerns.

METIS MAKES TESTING, ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS EASIER

As the digital backbone of Master’s range of specialised HR solutions, 
METIS makes it easy for users to measure, compare and analyse data 
on a single platform. In one go. The structured approach to talent 
acquisition, potential and performance gives you the opportunity 
to rethink the way you attract, retain and develop employees.

Shared workflows and easy-to-use tools means fast implementation 
and learning. The result is a more transparent HR environment that 
is built on facts instead of gut feelings.

FROM HUMAN RESOURCES 
TO HUMAN TALENT

An organisation’s most important resource 
is people. That makes detailed and easy-
to-use analytics vital bricks in the founda-
tion of tomorrow’s successes.

WHY METIS?

METIS consolidates your employee 
assessment results in a single system. This 
enables the shift to data-driven HR and 
evidence-based decisions.

+ More time for value-added tasks 
 due to increased data security and 
 legal alignment

+ Efficient handling of bulk invitations 
 and large assessment projects

+ Advanced analysis and visualisation 
 across multiple solutions and 
 respondents

+ Easy integration to other HR platforms 

CAN YOU TRULY VALUE 
PEOPLE WITHOUT TRULY 
VALUING DATA?

WHAT IS METIS?
+ Quick-and-easy digital tool for  
 candidate testing and assessment 
 
+ One workflow – for all assessment 
 needs

+ Easy access and safe data storage

+ Reliable basis for overview and 
 decision making

“Master’s assessment platform METIS has given us 
the flexibility to screen candidates on exactly those 

parameters that are important to us.” 

DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT, SAXO BANK

METIS is a digital platform that provides access 
to all your HR test results and analyses. It’s all 

the information you need to make the right calls. 
Faster, easier, and on the go.

FIND OUT WHAT METIS CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS.  CONTACT US FOR A PERSONALISED DEMONSTRATION.
EMAIL: INFO@MASTER-HR.COM  TELEPHONE +45  70 26 01 01  WWW.MASTER-HR.COM


